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Schedule 
10 am -10:30 am: Class 

 

10:30 -11:15 am: Crafts in Mendez Board Room 
 

11:15 -11:30 am: Finish projects & clean up  

 

11:30 am -12 pm: Sharing of items made,  

interactive discussion of emotional challenges 

during holiday season   

 



Surviving the holidays 

It’s often true that after someone important dies, 

the holidays are never the same again.  

 

Traditions, events, parties, song, and movies – all 

the things you once enjoyed can now represent 

triggers for sadness and other emotions.* 

 

 

 
*What’s Your Grief, “A Practical Guide for Grieving During the Holidays”  



   After a loved one dies, certain  

 things take on new meaning.  

 

Holidays can become the exact 
opposite of what they once were. 

 

“Togetherness” is only a  

reminder of who is missing.  



“Happy Holiday” MytH 
The family environment does not automatically 
change because there is a holiday.  

  

Whatever emotional patterns or issues that are 
present may be amplified by a special event. 

 

There is really no perfect holiday – avoid the 
pressure to make it happen at any cost. Look out for 
grief symptoms and signs that may change during 
this time.  

 



What are 
some ways 
you can 
handle the 
holidays 
without your 
loved one?  

 



Our recommendation:  

PLAN 
AHEAD 

Practice 

intentionality 



Intentionality  

To be intentional during the holidays means 

to plan ahead and to purposely take time to 

think about upcoming events. 

 



Take Care of Yourself 

A good place to start when practicing 

intentionality, is to check in with yourself.  

 

 

Remind yourself you have  

permission to grieve. 

  



Grief Symptoms & Signs 

Emotional signs: fear, panic, guilt, rage, depression, crying and 
moodiness.  

 

Physical signs: increased heart rate, nausea, headaches, 
fatigue, changes in sleep, changes in appetite, forgetfulness.  

 

Behavioral signs: increased drinking or use of drugs, 
aggressive or reckless behavior, isolating from others* 

*If you notice that you’ve been experiencing these symptoms, you may find it helpful to 

make time for self-care or reach out for help (professional or social support). 



How can a family be intentional? 
 Make a plan. 

 
• Who will you be spending the holidays with? Are they safe, loving 

and supportive people? 

 

• Do you plan to be alone? If yes, plan a few things such as 
journaling, a book, a movie, snacks.  

 

• If you choose to be alone, and then change your mind, perhaps plan 
ahead by telling a friend or family member that you will call, text, 
Skype or Facetime if things get too hard. Or if the celebration is 

close enough, coordinate with someone to pick you up to join the 
event. 

 

• If you do decide to celebrate the holidays with others, talk about it 
ahead of time.  



How can a family be intentional? 

Discuss Roles. 

 

• Did your loved one play a special or important role 

during the holidays? 

• Who will take over that responsibility?  

• Some people may not be comfortable stepping into 

these roles, respect their feelings and do not push.  

 



 Gather as a group & discuss this topic. 
  

Thinking about what may be the hardest part of 
the day or events can help minimize stress* 

• Keep in mind everyone may be grieving differently, 
especially children 

• There may be feelings of guilt for enjoying life 

• It may take more than one conversation  

• Some members of your family may not want to 
participate and that is okay, perhaps just ask them to 
be present in the discussion without an expectation to 
say anything 

 

 *What’s Your Grief, “A Practical Guide for Grieving During the Holidays”  

 

How can a family be intentional? 



How can a family be intentional? 
 

Discuss how you have celebrated these special 

days in the past.  
• Keep, change or skip technique. 

• What traditions does the family want to continue? 

• What new or different things would be helpful? 

 

Consider what activities you all enjoyed with 

your loved one. 
• How can these be incorporated? Do you want to acknowledge the 

memory of your loved one as part of the event? 



ideas for acknowledging the  
memory of your loved one 

• Visit the cemetery 

• Light a special candle in their honor 

• Do a community service project or volunteer  

• Make a list of things you are grateful for 

despite your sadness during this time 

 

 



ideas for acknowledging the  
memory of your loved one 

Set a place at the holiday table for your loved one. 

 

 



Place Setting & Place Cards  

1. Select a sheet of cardstock. 

2. Fold in half, length wise. 

3. Use colored pens, decorative leaves, glue and other items to 

create a special place card for your loved one.  



ideas for acknowledging the  
memory of your loved one 

Create a personalized wreath. 

 



Personalized Wreath 

1. Select a chenille stem/pipe cleaner & string 15-25 beads and buttons – leave about 2-3’’ 

of space at each end. Fold one side over the other and twist. 

2. Bring one end toward you, string a personalized name tag onto your wreath. Twist once 

again before bringing the ends upward.  

3. Twist the remaining ends to form a loop above your wreath. 

4. Select a ribbon, and tie this into a bow, above the name tag.  



ideas for acknowledging the  
memory of your loved one 

Create a memorial ornament.  

 



Memorial ornament 

1. Write a message to your loved one on a long strip of paper. 

2. Wrap the strip of paper around your thumb before carefully placing message inside 

ornament. Close ornament. 

3. Select a ribbon and cut the ends at an angle, so that you can easily string the ribbon 

to hang the ornament.   

4. Attach other decorative items or ribbons using hot glue. Enjoy.  



Ideas for acknowledging your loved one  
(and planning self-care in advance) 

Prepare a “Surviving the Holidays” Self-care Kit 

 



“Surviving tHe HolidayS” Self-care Kit 

1. Decorate the outside of a paper bag or gift bag with your loved one’s name, a drawing, a favorite 

quote. 

2. Fill the bag with little things that may make you more comfortable during a difficult moment (tea, 

tissue, a small notebook to write down your feelings/thoughts, affirmations) 

3. Prepare one for yourself today, and perhaps when you get home, each family member can create 

one filled with photos, or other items for surviving an emotional challenge in the days ahead. 



schedule 

10 am -10:30 am: Class 

 

10:30 -11:15 am: Crafts in Mendez Board Room 
 

11:15 -11:30 am: Finish projects & clean up  

 

11:30 am -12 pm: Sharing of items made,  

interactive discussion of emotional challenges 

during holiday season   

 


